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What is RooStats?

Project to provide advanced statistical tools for LHC 
experiments

factorize model description from statistical 
calculations

implement different statistics techniques

Frequentist, Bayesian or Likelihood Based

provide utilities for combination of results

Joint contribution between ATLAS, CMS, RooFit and ROOT 
2
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Statistical Application

Point estimation (covered by RooFit)

Estimation of confidence (credible) intervals 
(lower/upper limits)

Hypothesis tests (e.g discovery significance)

3
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Underlying Technology

Built on top of RooFit
provide generic model description

binned (histogram based)
unbinned (parametrized) models

provide tools to facilitate model creation
tools for combination of models

Use core ROOT libraries
minimization (Minuit), numerical integration, etc.
additional tools provided when needed (e.g. Markov-Chain MC)

4
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RooStats Technology

5

variable RooRealVar

function RooAbsReal

PDF RooAbsPdf

space point RooArgSet

list of space points RooAbsData

integral RooRealIntegral

RooFit classMathematical concept

Building models with RooFit Models with HistFactory

Gaussian(x,m,s)

RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,2,-10,10)
RooRealVar s(“s”,”s”,3) ;
RooRealVar m(“m”,”m”,0) ;
RooGaussian g(“g”,”g”,x,m,s) 
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RooFit Workspace
Container for all model objects

PDF and their parameters

uncertainty and their shapes

(multiple) data sets

Maintain complete description of the model

can be saved in a ROOT file

All information (likelihood function) is available for further 
analysis

6
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RooFit/RooStats at LHC  (Higgs Analysis)

Wouter Verkerke, NIKHEF 

Simplify packaging
and sharing of models

Class RooWorkspace
Statistical tests based on 

likelihoods from RooFit models

RooStats toolkit

HistFactory package
Constructing models from

Monte Carlo templates

Higgs observatio
n

7
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RooStats Design
C++ interfaces and classes mapping to real statistical concepts 
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RooStats Calculators

Interval Calculators
ProfileLikelihoodCalculator

interval estimation using the asymptotic properties of 
the likelihood function (Minos)

BayesianCalculator
interval estimation based on Bayes theorem using 
adaptive numerical integration

MCMCCalculator
Bayesian calculator using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo

HypoTestInverter
frequentist interval calculation using hypothesis test
can compute CLs limits or Feldman-Cousins interval
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RooStats Calculators (2)

Hypothesis Test Calculators
FrequentistCalculator

frequentist hypothesis tests using pseudo-experiments  
to determine the test statistics distributions (parametric 
bootstrap)

HybridCalculator
same as frequentist calculator by using a bayesian 
treatment (marginalization) of systematic uncertainties

AsymptoticCalculator
hypothesis tests using asymptotic likelihood formulae

➡ Cowan, Cranmer, Gross, Vitells, arXiv:1007.1727,EPJC 71 (2011) 1-1
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Using RooStats Calculators
All RooStats calculators require same input:

model (described by the ModelConfig class which is linked 
to a workspace)
observed data

Result is a ConfidenceInterval object or a HypoTestResult 
object 
Classes for plotting the result are also provided

11

// create the class using data and model
ProfileLikelihoodCalculator plc(data, model);

// set the confidence level
plc.SetConfidenceLevel(0.683);

// compute the interval
LikelihoodInterval* interval = plc.GetInterval();

// plot the interval
LikelihoodIntervalPlot plot(interval);
plot.Draw();

μ
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RooStats Hypothesis Test
Define null and alternate model. For discovery test

null:  Background only  model ( μ = 0 )
alternate: Signal + Background model ( e.g. μ = 1)

Select test statistics to use 
e.g profile likelihood ratio
(preferred due to known
asymptotic formulae ) 

Select type of calculator 
asymptotic or based on toys 
treatment of nuisance parameters

Result is p-value for null (p0) 
and alternate models (ps+b)
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Example: Discovery Significance
Performing the tests for different mass hypotheses 
(i.e  different signal models):

13
Expected significance is obtained from median of alternate (S+B) model
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Hypothesis Test Inversion
Perform an hypothesis test at each value of the parameter 
Interval can be derived by inverting the p-value curve, function 
of the parameter of interest (μ)

value of μ which has  p-value α (e.g. 0.05), is the upper limit 
of 1-α confidence interval (e.g. 95%)

for upper limits use CLs = CLs+b/CLb
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RooStats Hypo Test Inversion
Can use Frequentist, Hybrid or Asymptotic 
calculator 

Compute observed, expected limits and bands

1595% Limit 

CLs Upper Limits
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By computing limits for different mass hypothesis:

Example:  Computing Limits

16
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Bayesian Analysis in RooStats
RooStats provides classes for

marginalize posterior and estimate credible interval 

support for different integration algorithms:
adaptive (numerical) 
MC integration 
Markov-Chain

can work with models with
many parameters (e.g few hundreds)

Any prior can be given (up to know uniform prior are normally used)
Working to include Reference priors (least informative and objective)

see L. Demortier, S. Jain, H. B. Prosper, Phys. Rev. D82, 034002, 2010

Bayesian Theorem

nuisance  parameters
marginalization posterior probability

likelihood function prior probability 

normalisation term

POI data

P (µ|x) =
R

L(x|µ, ⌫)⇧(µ, ⌫)d⌫RR
L(x|µ, ⌫)⇧(µ, ⌫)dµd⌫

17
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How well does it scale?

Graph of the full 
ATLAS Higgs 
combination model

Model has ~23.000 function objects, ~1600 parameters
Reading/writing of full model takes ~4 seconds
ROOT file with workspace is ~6 Mb
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Complex models Handling
A large effort has been put recently in RooFit to handle 
complex models. 

optimization of likelihood 
evaluations

improve numerical precision

We plan improvements in

Minuit minimization for large number of parameters

make more use of vectorization and parallelizations 
(e.g. porting  on GPU) to speed up evaluations

19
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Summary
RooFit/RooStats allows you to perform advanced 
statistical data analysis 

LHC results (e.g. Higgs observation)
Capable of using different tools and interpretations 
(Frequentist/Bayesian) on the same model 
Generic tools capable to deal with large variety of models

based on histograms or un-binned data
multi-dimensional observations 

Provide tools to facilitate complex model building
HistFactory for histogram based analysis

20



INFN School of Statistics 2013

BackUp Slides
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Method based on properties of the likelihood function
Profile likelihood function:

Uses asymptotic properties of λ based on Wilks’ theorem:
from a Taylor expansion of logλ around the minimum:

➔ -2logλ is a parabola (λ is a gaussian function)
➔  interval on μ from logλ values

Method of MINUIT/MINOS
lower/upper limits for 1D 
contours for 2 parameters

Profile Likelihood Calculator

μ 22

maximize w.r.t nuisance parameters ν and fix POI !

maximize w.r.t. all parameters

λ is a function of only the parameter of interest !

�(µ) =
L(x|µ,

ˆ̂
⌫)

L(x|µ̂, ⌫̂)
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Running RooStats 
ROOT macros taking all the same inputs (very easy !)

workspace, ModelConfig and data set names
StandardProfileLikelihoodDemo.C

StandardBayesianNumericalDemo.C

StandardBayesianMCMCDemo.C

StandardHypoTestInvDemo.C

23

run ProfileLikelihoodCalculator - get interval and produce plot

root[]StandardProfileLikelihoodDemo("ws.root","w","ModelConfig","data")

run Bayesiancalculator: get a credible interval and produce plot of posterior function

root[]StandardBayesianNumericalDemo("ws.root","w","ModelConfig","data")

run bayesian MCMCCalculator: get a credible interval and produce plot of posterior function

root[]StandardBayesianMCMCDemo("ws.root","w","ModelConfig","data")

run for CLs (with  frequentist calculator (type = 0) and one-side PL test statistics (type = 3) scan 10 points in [0,100]

root[] StandardHypoTestInvDemo.C("ws.root","w","ModelConfig","","data",0,3, true, 10, 0, 100)

run for Asymptotic CLs (scan 20 points in [0,100]) 

root[] StandardHypoTestInvDemo.C(“ws.root","w","ModelConfig","","data",2,3, true, 20, 0, 100)
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Frequentist Hypothesis Tests

Ingredients: 
Null Hypothesis: the hypothesis being tested   (e.g.   θ = θ0 ), 
assumed to be true and one tries to reject it 
Alternate Hypothesis: the competitive hypothesis (e.g.   θ ≠ θ0 )
Test statistics: a function of the data, t(X) ,used for defining the 
critical region in multidimensional data: X ∊ w ➞ t(X) ∊ wt

w is the critical region, a subspace of all possible data for 
which the null hypothesis is rejected 
size of test :      α = P( X ∊ w | H0 )    
power of test :  1- β = P( X ∊ w | H1 )

24
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Example: Feldman-Cousins interval

Same RooStats code but with different configuration 
(using a 2-sided test statistics) can compute also a 
Feldman-Cousins interval

25
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Tool available in ROOT (in roofit/histfactory) to build models 
based on histograms

generalization of number counting models

HistFactory

27

Formally one can either write the probability model in terms of a product over Poisson
distributions for each bin of the histogram, or one can also continue to use the unbinned
expression above recognizing that the shapes f(x) look like histograms (ie. they are discon-
tinuous at the bin boundaries and constant between them). Technically, the HistFactory

makes a model that looks more like the unbinned expression with a single RooAbsPdf that
is “extended” with a discontinuous shape in x. Nevertheless, it can be more convenient to
express the model in terms of the individual bins. Then we have

P(nb|µ) = Pois(n
tot

|µS +B)

"
Y

b2bins

µ⌫

sig

b + ⌫

bkg

b

µS +B

#
= N

comb

Y

b2bins
Pois(nb|µ⌫sigb + ⌫

bkg

b ) , (4)

where nb is the data histogram and N
comb

is a combinatorial factor that can be neglected
since it is constant. Similarly, denote the data histogram is nb.

1.2 Generalizations and Use-Cases

Based on the discussion above, we want to generalize the model in the following ways:

• Ability to include multiple signal and background samples

• Ability to include unconstrained scaling of the normalization of any sample (as was
done with µ)

• Ability to parametrize variation in the normalization of any sample due to some sys-
tematic e↵ect

• Ability to parameterize variations in the shape of any sample due to some systematic
e↵ect

• Ability to include bin-by-bin statistical uncertainty on the normalization of any sample

• Ability to incorporate an arbitrary contribution where each bin’s content is parametrized
individually

• Ability to combine multiple channels (regions of the data defined by disjoint event
selections) and correlate the parameters across the various channels

• Ability to use the combination infrastructure to incorporate control samples for data-
driven background estimation techniques

• Ability to reparametrize the model

Constrained Unconstrained
Normalization Variation OverallSys (⌘cs) NormFactor (�p)
Coherent Shape Variation HistoSys �csb –
Bin-by-bin variation ShapeSys & StatError �cb ShapeFactor �csb

Table 1: Conceptual building blocks for constructing more complicated PDFs: parameters.
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in general HistFactory produces model of this form

2 The Likelihood Template

2.1 Index Convention

We will use the following mnemonic index conventions:

• e 2 events

• b 2 bins

• c 2 channels

• s 2 samples

• p 2 parameters

We define the following subsets of parameters N = {�p} the unconstrained normalization
factors (ie. NormFactor), S = {↵p} the parameters associated to systematic that have ex-
ternal constraints (ie. OverallSys and HistoSys), � = {�csb} (the bin-by-bin uncertainties
with constraints (statistical errors, ShapeSys but not those associated to an unconstrained
ShapeFactor). We also use greek symbols for parameters of the model and roman symbols
for observable quantities with a frequentist notion of probability.

2.2 The Template

The parametrized probability density function constructed by the HistFactory is of a con-
crete form, but su�ciently flexible to describe many analyses based on template histograms.
In general, the HistFactory produces probability density functions of the form

P(nc, xe, ap |�p,↵p, �b) =
Y

c2channels
Pois(nc|⌫c)

"
ncY

e=1

fc(xe|↵)

#
·G(L

0

|�,�L) ·
Y

p2S+�

Pp(ap|↵p) (5)

where Pp(ap|↵p) is a constraint term describing an auxiliary measurement ap that constrains
the nuisance parameter ↵p (see Section 3.2). Denote the bin containing xe as be. We have
the following expression for the expected (mean) number of events in a given bin

⌫cb(�p,↵p, �b) = �cs �cb �cs(↵) ⌘cs(↵) �csb(↵) , (6)

where the meaning of the various terms is described below and the specific interpolation
algorithms are described in Section 3.1. The mean number of events in each bin implies the
following probability density

fc(xe|�p,↵p, �b) =
⌫cbe

⌫c
with ⌫c =

X

b2bins of channel c

⌫cb (7)

It is perhaps more convenient to think of the likelihood as a product over bins

P(ncb, ap |�p,↵p, �b) =
Y

c2channels

Y

b2bins
Pois(ncb|⌫cb) ·G(L

0

|�,�L) ·
Y

p2S+�

Pp(ap|↵p)

• �cs - luminosity parameter for a given channel and sample. Within a given channel
this parameter is a common luminosity parameter for all the samples that include
luminosity uncertainty (i.e.. NormalizeByTheory="True"). For all the samples with
NormalizeByTheory="False" it is fixed to the nominal luminosity �cs = L

0

.

4

luminosity constraint
parameter constraint

HistFactory can be configured with XML files or directly in C++/Python (New in 5.34)
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Parallelization
Proof support for generating toys

RooStats results are summarized in dedicated classes 
which have functionality for streaming and merging

used for running on grid jobs
28
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Documentation

RooStats TWiki: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats/WebHome

RooStats users guide (not really completed)
http://root.cern.ch/viewcvs/branches/dev/roostats/roofit/roostats/doc/usersguide/RooStats_UsersGuide.pdf

For reference and citation: ACAT 2010 proceedings papers: http://arxiv.org/abs/1009.1003

RooStats tutorial macros: http://root.cern.ch/root/html534/tutorials/roostats/index.html

HistFactory document: https://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1456844/files/CERN-OPEN-2012-016.pdf

RooStats user support:
Request support via ROOT talk forum: http://root.cern.ch/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=15 
(questions on statistical concepts accepted)
contact me directly (email: Lorenzo.Moneta at cern.ch  )

Contacts for statistical questions:
ATLAS statistics forum: 

TWiki: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasProtected/StatisticsTools
CMS statistics committee:

TWiki: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/StatisticsCommittee
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